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Abstract

In this paper we address the verification of communication
between agents participating in multi-agent web service sys-
tems. Our approach is founded on the application of model-
checking techniques to protocols which express interactions
between a group of agents in the form of a dialogue. We
outline a web service architecture which supports the con-
struction of multi-agent systems using web services technol-
ogy. We then define a lightweight protocol language which
can express a wide range of inter-agent dialogues, and we use
the SPIN model checker to verify properties of this language.
Our initial results show this approach has a satisfactory suc-
cess rate in the detection of failures.

Introduction
A web service is a software system designed to support
inter-operable machine-to-machine interaction over a net-
work (Booth et al. 2003). At the time of writing, web ser-
vices are a new and promising technology which standard-
ises many aspects of distributed processing and communi-
cation on the World-Wide-Web. The appeal of web services
over other inter-operability standards, such as CORBA,
is the simplicity and flexibility of the architecture, which
builds upon XML technologies. At the present time there are
just two main standards which define the web services archi-
tecture: web services are specified in the Web Service De-
scription Language (WSDL), and communication between
web services is defined by the Simple Object Access Proto-
col (SOAP).
The web service architecture does not attempt to prescribe

a specific programming technology or internal implementa-
tion of web services. Nonetheless, web services are closely
related to the agent programming paradigm. The definition
of the web services architecture (Booth et al. 2003) states:

“A web service is viewed as an abstract notion that must
be implemented by a concrete agent. The agent is a concrete
entity (a piece of software) that sends and receives messages,
while the service is the set of functionality that is provided.”
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The architecture definition makes the assumption that the
agents which provide the implementation of the web ser-
vices are software agents, constructed as distributed soft-
ware components, i.e. objects. This is a different kind of
agent from the intelligent agents which are composed to
form Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) (Franklin & Graesser
1997). However, this assumption does not preclude web ser-
vices from being used to define MAS. We believe that web
services are equally applicable to MAS and offer a promis-
ing alternative to the FIPA (FIP 1999) standard for specify-
ing and constructing MAS.
The construction of MAS from web services introduces

a different kind of web services architecture from the one
presented in (Booth et al. 2003). In particular, the commu-
nication patterns between agents can be considerably more
varied and complex. In a software agent architecture, inter-
agent communication appears as remote procedure calls be-
tween distributed objects, and exists simply to enable dis-
tributed computation. Communication in this model consists
primarily of the passing of values to remote procedures, and
the receipt of messages containing the results. In an intel-
ligent agent architecture, communication exists for the ex-
change of knowledge between the agents, and the commu-
nication can be viewed as a dialogue between individual au-
tonomous agents. Intelligent agents may engage in complex
scenarios such as auctions and negotiations. While both ap-
proaches involve the exchange of messages between agents,
an intelligent agent architecture will clearly introduce an en-
hanced level of interaction between web services.
To define the interaction between intelligent agents, we

require a suitable representation of the dialogue. The SOAP
specification (Gudgin et al. 2003) defines a one-way state-
less communication mechanism, but this is too low-level for
our purposes. Although a dialogue can be viewed as a se-
quence of message exchanges between intelligent agents,
the precise structure of the sequence is of particular impor-
tance. For example, in an auction dialogue the sequence of
bids is an essential part of the bidding process. The pat-
tern of message exchange, and the rules of the dialogue,
can be represented by a dialogue protocol. This has pre-
viously been shown in a variety of formalisms, including
Electronic Institutions (Esteva et al. 2001), Conversation
Policy (Greaves, Holmback, & Bradshaw 1999), and Con-
versation Protocols (Fu, Bultan, & Su 2003). We have



also previously defined a Multi-Agent Protocol (MAP) lan-
guage (Walton & Robertson 2002) for expressing dialogue
protocols which we will outline in this paper. Our MAP lan-
guage appears to be a good complement to SOAP, as both
languages are independent of the message content or agent
implementation.
Dialogue protocols specify complex, concurrent, and

asynchronous patterns of communication between agents.
Concurrency introduces non-determinism into the system
which gives rise to a large number of potential problems,
such as synchronisation, fairness, and deadlocks. It is dif-
ficult, even for an experienced designer, to obtain a good
intuition for the behaviour of a concurrent protocol. This
is primarily due to the large number of possible interleav-
ings which can occur. Traditional debugging and simula-
tion techniques cannot readily explore all of the possible
behaviours of such systems, and therefore significant prob-
lems can remain undiscovered. The detection of problems in
these systems is typically accomplished through the use of
formal verification techniques such as theorem proving and
model checking.
We have chosen to perform the verification of our dia-

logue protocols using model checking (Clarke, Grumberg,
& Peled 1999). This technique provides a degree of cer-
tainty that is unattainable through simulation and testing.
Model checking is a formal method for automatically veri-
fying properties of finite-state concurrent systems. A model
checker normally performs an exhaustive search of the state
space of a system to determine if a particular property holds.
Given sufficient resources, the procedure will always termi-
nate with a yes/no answer. This makes the model checking
technique of significant practical value as a verification tool.
Model checking has been used extensively in the verifica-
tion of hardware systems, and there is a growing interest in
applying this technique to software systems including BDI-
based MAS, e.g. (Wooldridge et al. 2002). Model checking
appears to be a good fit to the problems associated with com-
munication between web services.
We use the SPIN (Holzmann 2003) model checker to

perform a mechanical verification of our dialogue proto-
cols. SPIN is a high-performance generic verification sys-
tem which is designed for proving the correctness of pro-
cess interactions. It accepts design specifications in its own
language PROMELA (PROcess MEta-LAnguage), and veri-
fies correctness claims specified as a Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) formula. SPIN has been in development for many
years and includes a large number of techniques for improv-
ing the efficiency of the model checking, e.g. partial-order
reduction, state-compression, and on-the-fly verification.
Our presentation in this paper is structured as follows:

we describe how we use web services to construct MAS,
and we define the Multi-Agent Protocol (MAP) language
which we use to express our dialogue protocols. We then
describe the essential features of a translation from MAP to
PROMELAwhich enables us to perform model checking of
our protocols. Lastly, we discuss our initial model check-
ing results and outline an approach which permits a greater
range of properties to be verified.

Multi-Agent Web Services
In order to construct a Multi-Agent System from a collection
of web services, we must crucially define what is an agent
in such a system. We have previously stated that MAS are
constructed from intelligent agents, and web services are im-
plemented as software agents. Therefore, it is necessary to
unite these two notions of agency in order to produce the
required definition. We can consider an intelligent agent
as being an extension of a software agent with some intel-
ligent behaviour, e.g. reasoning. Thus, the most apparent
definition for an agent in our system would be an intelli-
gent agent which implements some web service behaviour.
We may construct these intelligent agents by equipping ex-
isting web services (implemented as software agents) with
an agency stub containing the required intelligent behaviour.
The resulting intelligent agents could then be composed into
a MAS as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: MAS Construction from Web Services

The construction of a MAS from web services which we
have outlined above is certainly plausible. However, we do
not adopt this approach as we believe there are some serious
issues with this method. We will briefly outline these issues
as they provide the motivation for our chosen technique.
The first issue is a result of the modification of the web

services. We are in essence converting web services into
intelligent agents and thereby breaking compatibility with
existing web services and web service architectures. In or-
der to deploy our modified services we require a new kind of
architecture which permits intelligent behaviour, e.g. auton-
omy. Existing web service platforms, such as web contain-
ers, do not trivially permit this kind of behaviour and thus
we would need to modify the existing frameworks or define
a new agent platform.
The second issue concerns the agent stubs which provide

the intelligent behaviour. In the general case, these stubs
would provide a common set of functionality to the web ser-
vices and be essentially identical in implementation. How-
ever, web services may be implemented in a variety of dif-
ferent languages and this would require the agent stub to be
reimplemented in the language of the web service. Ensuring
that the agent stubs implemented in different languages pro-
vide the same functionality and are completely compatible
is a non-trivial task.



The final issue involves the spit between the agent stub
and the web service. There is clearly a choice as to how
much behaviour is generic and how much is specific to an
individual agent. The most appropriate split is to utilise
the web service as a library of decision procedures for the
agents, and push the remaining behaviour into the agent stub.
Web services are typically designed as a collection of remote
procedures and are not particularly suited for the representa-
tion of state information. In this case, there is little need for
the agent stub to be closely coupled to the web service.
Our chosen approach is illustrated in Figure 2. This ap-

proach does not break compatibility with the existing web
service architecture as the only kinds of components we
define are web services. The agents (labelled A) in the
diagram are analogous to the agent stubs in the previous
method. However, the agents are composed into a close-
coupled MAS, and the MAS itself resides within a single
web service. The web services external to the MAS provide
the behaviours for the intelligent agents within the MAS.
In effect we are implementing all of our intelligent agents
within a single software agent.

Web Service

Web Service

Web Service

Web Service

MAS

A

AA

A AWeb Service
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Figure 2: Alternative MAS Construction

Our alternative method addresses all of the issues which
we have previously outlined and has some additional advan-
tages. For example, the inter-agent communication now oc-
curs within a single web service, rather than between dis-
tributed web services. External communication is only per-
formed when an agent needs to make a decision. Another
advantage is that we can reuse existing web services to pro-
vide agent decisions without the need to modify these ser-
vices. Finally, we anticipate that we can readily compose
our MAS web services to produce larger MAS, though this
remains as future work.
The MAS web service in our approach is not a generic

MAS platform, rather it is specific to a particular task as de-
fined by a particular dialogue protocol. For example, a MAS
web service may implement an auction task as defined by an
auction dialogue. The MAS web service contains agents (A)
which correspond to all of the participants in the dialogue.
The external web services contain the decisions for the par-
ticipants, e.g. bidding strategies.
We have implemented a platform for generating MAS

web services from our MAP dialogue protocols. Figure 3
illustrates the main components of this platform. A proto-
col is defined in our MAP language, for example an auction
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Figure 3: MAS Generation Platform

protocol. A web service, containing the MAS, is generated
which implements the rules of the protocol and enforces the
structure of the dialogue. The generation of the MAS web
service is completely automatic in the platform. A WSDL
specification is also generated for each of the roles in the
dialogue, i.e. bidder and auctioneer. The WSDL document
contains a specification of all the decision procedures for
a particular agent role. It is necessary to implement these
decisions manually as an external web service in order to
participate in the MAS. An externally constructed web ser-
vice, which implements a set of agent decisions, is registered
with the MAS and this has the effect of generating an agent
within the MAS. The MAS can be executed when an appro-
priate number of web services have been registered. We do
not currently consider failures associated with web services
in our platform.
The final component of the platform in Figure 3 is the

model checking phase which is the subject of this paper.
We do not discuss the other components of the platform in
more detail here. The model checking phase detects poten-
tial problems in the execution of the MAS, e.g. synchronisa-
tion issues and deadlocks. These problems occur primarily
as a result of unexpected interactions between agents. For
example, the receipt of a stale bid may adversely affect an
auction dialogue. In general, the prediction of undesirable
behaviour in our dialogue protocols is a non trivial task. It
should be noted that the model checking process is indepen-
dent of the execution of the MAS, as the model checking is
purely an operation on the protocol. Consequently, the re-
sults of this process are equally applicable to a distributed
execution model as in Figure 1, or to the centralised model
of Figure 2.

The MAP Language
TheMAP language is a lightweight executable dialogue pro-
tocol language which provides a replacement for the state-
chart representation of protocols found in Electronic Institu-
tions (Esteva et al. 2001). The concept of an agent role is
central to our definition of a dialogue protocol. Agents par-
ticipating in a protocol assume a fixed role for the duration
of the protocol. For example, a negotiation protocol may in-
volve agents with the roles of buyer and seller. The steps
of the protocol which the agent follows in a dialogue will
depend on the role of the agent. For example, an agent act-
ing as a seller will typically attempt to maximise profit and
will act accordingly in the negotiation. A role also identi-
fies capabilities which the agent must provide. For example,



the buyer must have the capability to make buying decisions
and to purchase items. Capabilities are related to the ratio-
nal processes of the agent, as implemented by external web
services, and are encapsulated by decision procedures in our
definition.

P ::= n[A] (Protocol)

A ::= r[M] (Agent Role)

M ::= method(φ(k)) = op (Method)

op ::= α (Action)
| op1 then op2 (Sequence)
| op1 or op2 (Choice)
| op1 par op2 (Parallel)
| waitfor op1 timeout op2 (Iteration)
| call(φ(k)) (Recursion)

α ::= ε (No Action)
| v = p(φ(k)) (Decision)
| M => agent(φ1, φ2) (Send)
| M <= agent(φ1, φ2) (Receive)

M ::= ρ(φ(k)) (Performative)

φ ::= _ | a | r | c | v (Terms)

Figure 4: MAP Abstract Syntax.

The abstract syntax of MAP is presented in Figure 4. We
have also defined a corresponding concrete XML-based syn-
tax for MAP which is used in our implementation. A proto-
col P is uniquely named n and defined as a set of agent roles
A, each of which define a set of methodsM. Agents have
a fixed role r for the duration of the protocol, and are indi-
vidually identified by unique names a. A methodM can be
considered a procedure where φ(k) are the arguments. The
initial protocol for an agent is specified by setting φ(k) to
be empty (i.e. k = 0). Protocols are constructed from opera-
tions opwhich control the flow of the protocol, and actions α
which have side-effects and can fail. The interface between
the protocol and the external web service, which defines the
rational processes of the agent, is achieved through the invo-
cation of decision procedures p. Interaction between agents
is performed by the exchange of messagesM which contain
performatives ρ. Procedures and performatives are param-
eterised by terms φ, which are either variables v, agents a,
roles r, constants c, or wild-cards _. Variables are bound to
terms by unification which occurs in the invocation of pro-
cedures, the receipt of messages, or through recursive calls.
We will now define a simple auction protocol that will be

used throughout the paper to illustrate the model checking
process. Before we present the definition of this protocol
in MAP, we consider a state-based description of the pro-
tocol, as shown in Figure 5. The state-based description is
similar to a specification of the protocol in the Electronic In-
stitutions framework. It is worth noting that MAP can also
express protocols for which there is no state-based represen-
tation, e.g. protocols with parallel actions.
Our auction protocol is an attempt to simulate an English

auction room. We do not impose any artificial constraints,
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Figure 5: Auction Protocol States

such as turns or rounds, on the participants in the auction.
The protocol assumes a single auctioneer agent and a vari-
able number of bidder agents. The auction begins with the
auctioneer sending out the starting value for a particular
auction item. Each bidder then makes an internal decision
whether to bid at the current value, and makes a bid if ap-
propriate. When the auctioneer receives a valid bid, the bid
value is incremented and the new value is sent to all of the
bidders. The bidders then make a decision to bid at the new
value. The auction continues until no further bids are re-
ceived by the auctioneer and a timeout occurs (analogous to
the “going, going, gone” ritual). At this point the winning
bidder is notified and the auction concludes.
A definition of the auction protocol in MAP syntax is pre-

sented in Figure 6. For convenience, we distinguish be-
tween the different types of terms by prefixing variables
names with $, and role names with %. We define two roles:
%auctioneer and %patient. Each of these roles has
two associated methods which define the protocol steps for
the roles.
When exchanging messages through send and receive ac-

tions, a unification of terms in the definition agent(φ1, φ2)
is performed, where φ1 is matched against the agent name,
and φ2 is matched against the agent role. For example, when
the auctioneer informs the bidders of the starting value in
line 5 of the protocol, the terms will match any agent whose
role is a %bidder. Similarly, the receipt of the starting
value in line 23 of the protocol will match any agent whose
role is %auctioneer, and the name of this agent will be
bound to the variable $a. We can therefore define broadcast
and multi-cast communication modes.
The semantics of message passing corresponds to reliable,

buffered, non-blocking communication. Sending a message
will succeed immediately if an agent matches the defini-
tion, and the message M will be stored in a buffer on the
recipient. Receiving a message involves an additional uni-
fication step. The message M supplied in the definition is
treated as a template to be matched against any message in
the buffer. For example, in line 10 of the protocol, a message
must match inform(bid, $bidval), and the variable
$bidval will be bound to the second term in the message
if the match is successful. Sending a message will fail if no



agent matches the supplied terms, and receiving a message
will fail if no message matches the message template.

1 Auction_House[
2 %auctioneer{
3 method() =
4 $val = getValue() then
5 inform(start, $val) => agent(_, %bidder) then
6 call(bidloop, $val)
7
8 method(bidloop, $curr) =
9 waitfor
10 ((inform(bid, $bidval) <= agent($b, %bidder) then
11 $newval = recordBid($b, $bidval) then
12 inform(next, $newval, $b) => agent(_, %bidder)
13 then call(bidloop, $bidval))
14 or call(bidloop, $curr))
15 timeout
16 $win = getWinner() then
17 accept($win, $curr) => agent(_, %bidder)}
18
19 %bidder{
20 method() =
21 $id = getId() then
22 waitfor
23 (inform(start, $sval) <= agent($a, %auctioneer)
24 then $bidval = startBidding($sval, $id) then
25 inform(bid, $sval) => agent($a, %auctioneer)
26 then call(bidloop, $a, $sval))
27 timeout call()
28
29 method(bidloop, $a, $bidval) =
30 waitfor
31 ((inform(next, $newval, $high) <=
32 agent($a, %auctioneer) then
33 $highval = keepBidding($newval, $high) then
34 inform(bid, $newval) => agent($a, %auctioneer)
35 then call(bidloop, $a, $newval))
36 or accept($win, $wval) <= agent($a, %auctioneer))
37 timeout call(bidloop, $a, $bidval)}]

Figure 6: MAP Auction Protocol.

The send and receive actions complete immediately (i.e.
non-blocking) and do not delay the agent. For this rea-
son, all of the receive actions are wrapped by waitfor
loops to avoid race conditions. For example, in line 22 the
agent will loop until a message is received. If this loop was
not present the agent may fail to find a starting value and
the protocol would terminate prematurely. The advantage
of non-blocking communication is that we can check for a
number of different messages. For example, in lines 31 and
36 of the protocol, the agent waits for either a next mes-
sage or an accept decision. A waitfor loop includes
a timeout condition which is triggered after a certain in-
terval has elapsed. This is used in lines 15 through 17 to
determine the end of the auction.
At various points in the protocol, an agent is required to

perform certain tasks, e.g. making a decision, or retrieving
some information. This is achieved through the use of de-
cision procedures. As stated earlier, a decision procedure
provide an interface between the dialogue protocol and the

rational processes of the agent, as implemented by external
web services. In our language, a decision procedure p takes
a number of terms as arguments and returns a single result
in a variable v. For example, the keepBidding decision
procedure in line 33 of the dialogue refers to an external
decision procedure, which can be arbitrarily complex, e.g.
based on a complex bidding strategy.
The operations in the protocol are sequenced by the then

operator which evaluates op1 followed by op2, unless op1 in-
volved an action which failed. The failure of actions is han-
dled by the or operator. This operator is defined such that
if op1 fails, then op2 is evaluated, otherwise op2 is ignored.
Our language also includes a par operator which evaluates
op1 and op2 in parallel. This is useful when an agent is in-
volved in more than one action simultaneously, though we
do not use this in our example.
External data is represented by constants c in our lan-

guage. We do not attempt to assign types to this data, rather
we leave the interpretation of this data to the decision pro-
cedures. For example, in line 4 the starting value is re-
turned by the getValue procedure, and interpreted by the
startBidding procedure in line 24. Constants can there-
fore refer to complex data-types, e.g. currency, flat-file data,
XML documents.
It should be clear that MAP is a powerful language for ex-

pressing multi-agent dialogues. We have used this language
to specify a wide range of protocols, including a range of
popular negotiation and auction protocols. It is important to
note that MAP is not intended to be a general-purpose lan-
guage, and therefore the relative paucity of features (e.g. no
user-defined data-types) is entirely appropriate.

Model Checking MAP
The application of SPIN model checking to MAP proto-
cols requires a representation of the protocols in PROMELA,
which is the input language to the SPINmodel checking pro-
cess (Holzmann 2003). Of particular importance in this rep-
resentation is the level of abstraction of the model on which
the verification is performed. If the level of abstraction is too
low, the state space will be too large and verification will be
impossible. For example, it would be possible to construct
a meta-interpreter for MAP protocols in PROMELA, but this
would be unlikely to yield a sufficiently compact represen-
tation. Conversely, if the level of abstraction is too high then
important issues will be obscured by the representation. Our
chosen method of representation is a syntax-directed trans-
lation of the MAP protocols into PROMELA.
At an intuitive level there are a number of apparent sim-

ilarities between MAP and PROMELA. For example, both
are based on the notion of asynchronous sequential pro-
cesses (or agents), and both assume that communication is
performed via message passing. These high-level similari-
ties significantly simplify the translation as we can translate
MAP agents directly into PROMELA processes and agent
communication into message passing over buffered chan-
nels. Nonetheless, the translation of the low-level details
of MAP is not so straightforward as there are significant
semantic differences in the execution behaviour of the lan-
guages.



There are essentially three points of semantic mismatch
between MAP and PROMELA which we must address. The
first of these concerns the order of execution of the state-
ments in the language. In MAP, we assume a depth-first
execution order, while PROMELA is based on guarded com-
mands (Dijkstra 1975). The MAP language makes use of
unification for the invocation of decision procedures, for re-
cursion, and in message passing, while PROMELA has a call-
by-value semantics. Finally, MAP assumes that messages
can be retrieved in an arbitrary order (by unification), while
PROMELA enforces a strict queue of messages. We will now
sketch how these differences are handled in our translation.
We cannot readily represent the MAP execution tree in

PROMELA as the language does not permit the definition of
complex data structures. Thus, we initially considered an
alternative formalism of the depth-first search using a stack-
based algorithm. However, while in principle it is possible
to encode a stack using PROMELA message buffers, it is our
belief that this would yield an unnecessarily complex model.
Our adopted solution involves flattening the execution tree
through the translations shown in Figure 7. The templates
shown are applied recursively, where T (op) denotes a fur-
ther translation of the operation op. We use a reserved vari-
able fail to indicate whether a failure has occurred. This
variable is tested on the execution of then and or oper-
ations. If a failure occurs, we skip all of the intermediate
operations until an or node is encountered at which point
the execution resumes. In this way we simulate the essential
behaviour of the depth-first algorithm.

MAP: op1 then op2

PROMELA: fail = false ;
T(op1) ;
if

:: (fail == false) ->T(op2)

:: else -> skip
fi

MAP: op1 or op2

PROMELA: fail = false ;
T(op1) ;
if

:: (fail == true) ->
fail = false ;T(op2)

:: else -> skip
fi

Figure 7: Control Flow Translation.

Pattern matching is an essential part of the MAP lan-
guage as it allows broadcast and multi-cast message pass-
ing to be succinctly expressed. For example, in our auc-
tion example, we send the starting value of the auction
to all bidders in the operation inform(start, $val)
=> agent(_, %bidder). Pattern matching is achieved
through the unification of terms, which may bind variables
to values. As PROMELA does not support pattern matching,
we must perform a match compilation step in order to trans-
form unification into a sequence of conditional tests. We do
not describe the match compilation further here as there are

many existing algorithms for performing this task.
The receipt of messages is a remaining difficulty in the

translation process from MAP that we must address. We
have previously stated that messages are stored in buffered
channels in PROMELA, and we define a separate message
buffer for each agent. However, a message buffer acts as a
FIFO queue, and the messages must be retrieved in a strict
order from the front of the queue. By contrast, messages
in MAP are retrieved by unification and any message in the
queue may be returned as a result. To simulate the behaviour
required by MAP, we must remove all of the messages in
the queue in turn and compare them with the required mes-
sage by unification. The first message that is successfully
matched is stored and the remaining messages are returned
to the queue. It is worth noting that it is not enough sim-
ply to examine all the messages in the queue in-place, as we
must remove a matching message, and this is only permitted
from the front of the queue in PROMELA.
A pertinent issue in the translation process is the treatment

of decision procedures in MAP protocols. The separation
of rational processes from the communicative processes is a
key feature in MAP. Nonetheless, the decision procedures
are ultimately responsible for controlling the protocol and
should be represented in some manner by our translation to
PROMELA. To address this issue, we make the observation
that the purpose of a decision procedure is to make a yes/no
decision. Similarly, the purpose of the model checking pro-
cess is to detect errors in the protocol and not in the decision
procedures. Thus, we can in principle replace a decision pro-
cedure with any code that returns a yes/no decision. Further-
more, if this code returns a non-deterministic decision, the
exhaustive nature of the model checking process will mean
that all possible behaviours of the protocol will be explored.
In other words, the model checker will explore all conse-
quences for the protocol where the decision was yes, and all
consequences where the decision was no.

1 /* Decision: keepBidding(newval, high) */
2 atomic {
3 if
4 :: true -> fail = true
5 :: true -> highval = PROC_KEEPBIDDING
6 fi }

Figure 8: keepBidding Decision Procedure.

Our translation of decision procedures into PROMELA
is achieved by exploiting the non-determinism of guarded
commands in the language. The semantics of guarded com-
mands is such that if more than one guard is executable in a
given situation, a non-deterministic choice is made between
the guards. Therefore, the code fragment presented in Fig-
ure 8 can act as a suitable substitute for the keepBidding
decision procedure from our auction protocol. The true
guards in lines 4 and 5 respectively are both executable and
a non-deterministic choice will be made between them. In
the first case (line 4), we set the fail variable to indicate
that a no decision was made. In the second case (line 5),
corresponding to a yes decision, we do not need to take any



action. The decision is marked as atomic (line 2) as this
improves the efficiency of the model checking.
The description of the translation which we have pre-

sented contains the essence of the translation fromMAP into
PROMELA. There are a number of residual issues such as
the translation of parallel composition and the transmission
of messages, but these are relatively straightforward exten-
sions of the techniques that we have presented. The result of
the translation is an specification of a protocol in PROMELA
which replicates the semantics of the protocol as defined in
MAP.

Results and Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a novel technique for con-
structing MAS using web services, and we have defined a
language for representing Multi-Agent Dialogue Protocols
(MAP). A formal semantics for the MAP language is pre-
sented in (Walton 2004). We have also outlined a syntax-
directed translation from MAP into PROMELA as a means
to perform verification with the SPIN model checker. Our
translator has been applied to a number of protocols, in-
cluding the auction example in this paper. As expected, the
model checking process uncovered issues in these protocols
which had remained hidden during simulation.
Our initial model checking experiments have focused on

the termination of MAP protocols. This is an important
consideration in the design of protocols, as we do not (nor-
mally) want to define protocols that cannot conclude. Non-
termination can occur as a result of many different issues
such as deadlocks, live-locks, infinite recursion, and mes-
sage synchronisation errors. We also want to ensure that
protocols do not simply terminate due to failure within the
protocol. Therefore, we append the PROMELA code in Fig-
ure 9 to the end of each translated process. The test in line
2 will block if a failure has occurred, and the process will
be prevented from reaching the end-state in line 3, i.e. the
process will not terminate.

1 /* Check For Failure */
2 fail == false ;
3 end: skip

Figure 9: Check for Protocol Failure.

One of the key pragmatic issues associated with model
checking is producing a state space that is sufficiently small
to be checking with the available resources (1GB memory in
our case). Hence, it is frequently necessary to make a num-
ber of simplifying assumptions in order to work within these
limits. To achieve the model checking of our auction proto-
col, we were required to make two such simplifications.
The first simplification concerns the number of agents to

use during checking. An ideal model would check the proto-
col for arbitrary numbers of agents (up to some finite bound).
However, this would result in an unacceptable large model,
and thus we are forced to fix the number of agents used in
the checking process. We therefore fixed our protocol to a
single auctioneer agent, and applied the checking algorithm
with the number of bidders varying from 1 to 10. While it

may be argued that the algorithm may contain errors which
only become apparent with larger numbers of bidders, we
believe that this is not the case. The errors in our protocols
were rapidly exposed with just two bidders.
Our second simplification concerns the length of the auc-

tion process. The auction protocol which we have defined
does not place any restriction on the length of the auction
and is therefore in effect an infinite protocol (though in prac-
tise this will never be the case). Model checking is restricted
to finite models, and therefore we must set a limit on the
length of the auction. We therefore set a limit of 25 bids
received by the auctioneer before the auction will be termi-
nated. We believe this will cover all practical auction sizes.
The application of the SPIN model checker to the auction

example, under the simplifications described above, uncov-
ered two significant issues in the protocol which were pre-
viously undetected. The first of these issues concerns the
recursive call in line 14 of the auction protocol. This redun-
dant call occurs within a waitfor loop and has the effect
of launching an additional auctioneer agent whenever a bid
is not received. This call is redundant as it occurs within a
loop and simply has the effect of restarting the loop. The
effect is that a large number of unnecessary recursive calls
are made, which results in a large number of processes be-
ing spawned in the PROMELA translation. The problem was
not detected during simulation as the auction process always
terminated within a small number of cycles. However, the
problem was quickly discovered by the exhaustive model
checking process. The result was an error message which
stated that the number of processes had exceeded the capa-
bility of the checking algorithm. Removing the redundant
call resulted in a model with an acceptable number of gen-
erated processes.
The second issue was uncovered as a direct result of the

check for non-termination. Our auction protocol was de-
signed under the assumption that certain decision procedures
would never fail. We assumed that the getValue() pro-
cedure would always return a value to be used as the starting
value of the auction, and that getWinner() would always
return the winner (or a null value to indicate that there were
no bids). However, our translation makes no such assump-
tion as it substitutes a non-deterministic choice for each de-
cision procedure. Therefore, the result is that if either the
getValue() or getWinner() procedure fails, then the
auctioneer agent will terminate with a failure, and the bidder
agents will wait indefinitely.
The issue with decision procedures was resolved by in-

troducing a new type of procedure into the MAP language,
corresponding to a simple procedure that does not fail. We
have found that it is often useful in the design of MAP pro-
tocols to have simple procedures which perform basic tasks,
such as recording or returning values, and performing cal-
culations. Amending the auction protocol with these simple
procedures for the getValue() and getWinner() calls
resulted in a model which successfully passed the model
checking process.
The translation system which we have outlined is de-

signed to perform automatic checking of MAP protocols.
This makes the system suitable for use by non-experts who



1 /********** Auctioneer Decisions **********/
2 int highbidder, currentval;
3 #define START 10
4 #define INCREMENT 5
5
6 #define getValue() \
7 atomic{ val = START ; currentval = START }
8
9 #define recordBid(bidder, bidval) \
10 atomic { \
11 if \
12 :: bidval == currentval ->
13 currentval = bidval + INCREMENT ; \
14 newval = currentval; highbidder=bidder \
15 :: else -> fail = true \
16 fi }
17
18 #define getWinner() win = highbidder
19
20 /********** Bidder Decisions **********/
21 int myid, max;
22
23 #define startBidding(sval, id) \
24 atomic { \
25 if \
26 :: sval > max -> fail = true \
27 :: else -> myid = id; bidval = startval \
28 fi }
29
30 #define keepBidding(newval, high) \
31 atomic { \
32 if :: high == myid -> fail = true \
33 :: else -> if :: newval > max -> fail = true \
34 :: else -> newval = newval \
35 fi fi}

Figure 10: Minimal Procedure Implementation.

do not need to understand the model checking process.
However, this approach restricts the kinds of properties of
the protocols that we can check. In our auction example, we
can check that the protocol terminates for a certain number
of bidding rounds, but we cannot check that the highest bid-
der will win the auction. This is a result of our representation
of decision procedures as abstract non-deterministic entities.
In order to check a greater range of properties we must aug-
ment the PROMELA translation with additional information
about the protocol. This information, and the resulting prop-
erties that we can check, are specific to the protocol. As an
example, we can supply a minimal implementation of all the
decision procedures in our auction protocol as shown in Fig-
ure 10. The decision procedures are implemented as macros
which are manually inserted at the appropriate places in the
translated code. This additional information captures the
essence of an English auction protocol. We have used this
code to verify that the highest bidder is always the winner of
the auction.
We believe that the model checking results demonstrate

a significant achievement in the design of reliable dialogue
protocols, and consequently agent-based web services. Our
current research is focused on improving the efficiency of

the translation process to allow larger systems to be veri-
fied, and improving the reliability of the implementation by
introducing a type inference mechanism.
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